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547 minutes long, it runs for over 90 minutes, .547 minutes of which are the credits. In 2009, the film was released in Russia on DVD in a single-disc edition with English subtitles. The DVD was released in the U.S. on December 14, 2009. Summary In this sequel, Takeshi and Ryuk are a police officer and a detective who have re-enlisted in the police force, and who continue the private investigation of Light Yagami's death. The
film follows the two as they continue to investigate Light's death, and the apparent ties it has to a serial killer who operates in Japan's organized crime. In the course of their investigation, Takeshi and Ryuk meet more Light fans, all of whom express their admiration for Light. When a young child is kidnapped by the police, Takeshi and Ryuk travel to the headquarters of the Crime Investigation Division to investigate, finding more
to their case. The film ends with a mysterious black car speeding away from the scene. Plot Kagami, an officer in the L Section, presents L and Light to Takeshi and Ryuk. When they leave, L tells Takeshi and Ryuk that Light is a Lovable Criminal. The next day, Takeshi and Ryuk resume their investigation. A childhood friend of Light's, Hiiragi, is kidnapped by a man in a black and white Che Guevara-style outfit and Ryuk takes

it upon himself to see Hiiragi safely returned. Back at headquarters, Ryuk encounters a perverted computer hacker who attempts to destroy L's database. Ryuk gets rid of the hacker by having the police send him a bomb, but the hacker survives. Later, they are forced to return to the L Section, where a Fuyuhiko Tamura-like character is receiving a tour of the building. After seeing the L Section, the visitor becomes a light bulb,
flashing and turning into a black car. After a visit to a sumo wrestling stadium, Ryuk and Takeshi visit Ryoko, a high school student who is among those who express admiration for Light. Ryoko gives Ryuk an origami (kirigirisu) figure, while Ryuk explains the series' backstory, revealing that Light is a Lovable Criminal. Ryuko then shows Takeshi an origami figure, saying Light is trying to kill her. When Takeshi is arrested for

being a Lovable Criminal, Ryuk
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